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About Us
We are a company located in the central region of the state of Coahuila,
oriented to the metal-mechanical business, we design and build turnkey
projects. We have manufacturing facilities and equipment to provide services
and products that meet the requirements of our customers.



Our Products
PIRCO has an area of   40,000 m2 for
structural manufacturing. We have the
processes of machining, welding, sand
blasting, painting, in addition to a
storage area and 8,500 m2 of industrial
warehouses, equipped with the highest
quality machinery and traveling cranes
for material handling.

Manufacture of equipment for the electrical
energy industry, such as the manufacture of
pole welding machines up to 2 meters in
diameter, components for wind towers and
electrical transmission poles. Manufacture of
devices for the automotive industry. Cranes
with a capacity of up to 230 tons for
maneuvering and lifting for the steel
industry. Railway tank manufacturing
equipment.



Work Equipment

Plasma CNC ESAB Avenger X P2 4000

Laser CNC DURMA HD-F 6025 de 8 KW

Plasma CNC ESAB Avenger 6500

Plasma CNC HYPERTHERM Pro-Arc

Gantry Machining center CNC HARTFORD PRO-
3210SG 

Vertical machining center CNC TOYODA WELLE
AA1165G 



Work Equipment

Centro de torneado vertical CNC DOOSAN
PUMA GT3100LVertical machining center CNC DOOSAN DNM

5700

Vertical turning center CNC TAKISAWA LA-300-2 
Vertical turning center CNC VIPER VT-28BL 

Press brake CNC DURMA AD-S60600

 
In addition, at PIRCO we have: 
- Profile and plate rolling machine. 
- Band saws with degree and vertical
counter. 
- CNC drills. 
- Different curtain presses with lowering
and CNC stops.



Wind Industry
We are a manufacturer of production
systems and logistics components for
the wind industry, and many other
steel products, providing a complete
solution to the needs of each of our
clients.

More than 10 years of experience just
in the wind energy sector supports us,
always with the best quality, delivering
the best manufacturing of turnkey
products.



We specialize in developing
equipment that solves the specific
challenges our customers face in wind
towers transportation.

We are committed to providing
quality assurance in steelmaking for
wind turbine original equipment
manufacturers around the world.

We always work under continuous
improvement, because we know that
the market needs to adapt with better
and more efficient solutions.

Our quality and
operational excellence

speaks for itself.
 



Our Location

Companies that trust our work
 

(866) 639 06 90 
(866) 639 09 69 
(866) 639 04 00

Lib. Carlos Salinas de Gortari Km. 17.2
Estancias de San Juan Bautista

C.P 25830 Monclova, Coahuila, México

www.pirco.mx


